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We will start by introducing zERT Policy Enforcement and NCA.  Then we’ll discuss the zERT policy rules and the NCA object structure for zERT.  After that we’ll use NCA screen shots to show how to create various objects and rules in zERT, and then we’ll show you how to install your rules to policy agent.  Finally we will finish by discussing zERT reports you can use to analyze your NCA zERT configuration. 
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zERT policy-based enforcement

Directs the TCP/IP stack to take specific actions 
when a user-defined security policy is or is not 
met for TCP/IP connections 

• A new technology implemented through Network 
Configuration Assistant (NCA) and Policy Agent

• Rule conditions describe connections (ports, 
addresses, etc.) along with acceptable or 
unacceptable protection attributes

• Rule actions determine what happens when a 
connection matches the rule conditions
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For a detailed deep dive into zERT policy-based enforcement see session:
z203709 z/OS Encryption Readiness Technology goes live!
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zERT policy-based enforcement takes the final step in the zERT technology journey.  zERT was first introduced in z/OS V2R3 with the discovery function, which creates SMF records that allow you to monitor and report on the state of encryption and authentication for connections that terminate on your z/OS host.  zERT Aggregation allows you to streamline the amount of SMF data that zERT generates, and zERT Network Analyzer is a z/OSMF plug-in that helps you explore the SMF data created by zERT.  One of the most common requests we received when customers saw zERT was the ability to take enforcement action based on zERT data.  “You know these connections don’t meet the standard, do something about them.”  zERT policy-based enforcement provides that last piece of the puzzle.   You can define zERT enforcement rules to instruct the TCP/IP stack take actions on connections based on their encryption and authentication characteristics, ranging from allow silently, to write an SMF record, to terminate the connection. This presentation is a deep dive on using Network Configuration Assistant to configure zERT rules.  For a detailed introduction to the zERT function, see session z203709 which was given earlier this week and is available as a recording. 



Network Configuration 
Assistant
GUI tool to simplify configuration of z/OS 
Communications Server 

• TCP/IP profile
• Policy-based networking technologies

• IP Security – IP Filter rules and VPN tunnels
• Application Transport TLS (AT-TLS) 
• Intrusion Detection Services (IDS) 
• Policy-based Routing (PBR)
• Quality of Service (Qos)
• zERT enforcement
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The Network Configuration Assistant is a GUI tool to simplify various configuration tasks in z/OS Communications Server.  It handles configuration of policy-based  networking technologies which include multiple security technologies as well as quality of service and policy-based routing.  You can also configure the TCP/IP profile using NCA.   zERT Enforcement is a new policy discipline that IBM has added to NCA for V2R5 in support of the new zERT policy-based enforcement function.



Network Configuration Assistant is a z/OSMF plug-in

You access the Network Configuration Assistant 
from the z/OSMF desktop by clicking on its icon
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Quick links to commonly used 
help files
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To access the Network Configuration Assistant, double-click its icon on the z/OSMF desktop as shown here <click1><click2> That brings you to the NCA opening screen where you choose which backing store to work on. You can select an existing backing store or you can create a new backing store, or import one from another system.  The backing store is the file where NCA stores its configuration data.  It is not the configuration file that NCA generates… that is a separate file that NCA generates based on the configuration you create and save in the backing store. <click3> The opening screen also contains quick links to useful help files including the What’s New file that tells you what new function is included, and various tutorials. 



Technologies configured by the Network Configuration Assistant
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This screenshot shows the TCP/IP technologies configured by Network Configuration Assistant.  The first eight shown in this drop-down are already-existing technologies in NCA.  The last one, zERT, is for zERT Policy Enforcement and it is the focus of this presentation



The systems tree
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The systems tree defines the layout of your system… sysplexes, z/OS images, and TCP/IP stacks.You create this by adding elements using the Actions pulldown.This tree is shared by all of the technologies that are configured in the backing store.To configure a stack, sysplex, or image, you select it and pull down the Actions menu. Which configuration options are then available depends on what technology you are configuring (i.e., zERT, TCP/IP Stack, AT-TLS, QoS, etc)
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Comparing zERT rules to other policy rule types
In zERT policy enforcement technology, TCP 
connections are examined against the zERT
policy rules

• In most other policy technologies, packets
are examined against the policy rules

• AT-TLS is also connection-based, as are 
some IDS attack types 

• zERT is only applicable to TCP connections, 
similar to AT-TLS

TCP connections are examined against zERT
policy rules after they are established and re-
examined when there is a significant change to 
their security characteristics. 

• This means zERT policy rules are reactive, 
not proactive. 

In zERT policy enforcement technology, multiple 
rules can apply to the same TCP connection

• In most other policy technologies, only one 
rule can apply to a packet or connection

• IDS is another technology in which multiple 
rules can apply to a connection

For example, if a TCP connection is protected by 
both TLS and IPSec, both a TLS rule and an IPSec
rule can apply to it. 

However: only one rule of a security protocol can  
apply to a connection. 
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If you are already using IBM’s policy-based networking on z/OS you will need to understand the ways that zERT rules compare to policy rules in other disciplines such as AT-TLS, IPSEC, PBR, etc. In most other policy disciplines, incoming or outgoing packets are examined against the policy rules to determine what action, if any, to take.  AT-TLS is the exception to this, as it is TCP connection oriented. In zERT policy enforcement, TCP connections are examined against the policy rules to determine what action, if any, to take. This is similar to AT-TLS.  This means zERT rules are not consulted as often as most other technology rules by the TCP/IP stack. In zERT policy enforcement, connections are examined after they are established, to allow time for the security protocol of the connection to be established. This time delay can range from almost immediately to 10 seconds, depending on several factors described in the detailed zERT presentation given earlier in this conference.  What’s important to us is this means zERT rules are reactive, not proactive.  They act on connections that are already established. Connections are also re-examined if the security characteristics change significantly during the life of the connection.  For example, if FTP starts out in cleartext then sends a command on the control connection to start TLS, then later sends a command on the control connection to stop TLS, that connection is examined three times. Another key difference between zERT and most other policy technologies is that multiple zERT rules can apply to a connection.  In most other policy technologies, a packet is examined against a single ordered list of rules and the first rule that is found that matches the packet is used to determine how to handle that packet. In zERT a connection is examined against the list of rules for each security protocol that is active on that connection.  The first rule that matches the connection in each applicable security protocol is used.  For example, if a connection is protected using both TLS and IPSec, then it is examined against the list of TLS rules and against the list of IPSec rules. The first rule in each of those lists that applies to the connection is used to determine actions for that connection. This means that in zERT the order of rules within a security protocol is significant, but the order of rules between security protocols is not. 



zERT rules: Security protocols and types

zERT rules are specific to security protocols, 
which are: 

• TLS

• IPSEC

• SSH

• No recognized protection

Within a security protocol there are three 
rule types:

• General rule

• Specific rule(s)

• Catch-all rule

Important note: in policy agent, these are all 
simply rules.  

• NCA users will work with these types of 
rules in the GUI  and NCA will provide the 
appropriate configuration in each rule to 
implement the type.
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zERT rules are divided into security protocols.  For NCA they are further divided into rule types. The security protocols for zERT rules are TLS, IPSEC, SSH, and No recognized protection.  Note that for No recognized protection, the traffic may not really be unprotected… it could have a level of protection not recognized by zERT, for example application-level encryption.  No recognized protection only indicates that zERT could not recognize any protection. Then within a security protocol, NCA introduces the concept of three rule types. 1. A general rule specifies the set of attributes for a protection protocol that meet your local security requirements. There is one of these in each zERT rule set. It is not specific to any traffic types, so does not contain traffic information.  A general rule is optional… a customer could define only specific rules in a rule set.  General rules are not used for connections with no recognized protection because these connections do not have security characteristics to evaluate. 2. Specific rules are hierarchically under the General rule for a protection protocol. Specific rules represent exceptions to the general rule, and they describe connections  that did not meet the general rule and require special handling.  These rules are evaluated in the order in which they are specified in NCA (top to bottom)3. The catch-all rule matches all connections for the protection protocol that doesn’t match the general rule or any specific rules. These are usually connections that require some attention because they didn’t meet your overall standards or any of the exceptions that you described in specific rules.  These rules will be generated for you by the NCA. It’s important to remember that in policy agent, these are all simply rules.  NCA users work with these types of rules in the GUI, and NCA will provide the appropriate configuration in each rule to implement the type. These rule types are best explained with examples, which we will show on the following slides. 



General/specific/catch-all rules use case

Customer wants at least TLS 1.2 to be used for all connections (general rule) but..

Connections to or from a specific application or address can use TLSv1.1 (specific rule)
• Perhaps because it is known that the application migration to TLSv1.2 is still in progress.

Any other connections, create an audit record
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In this example we look at a use case for all three of our rule types.  In this example, the enterprise’s standard is that TLS traffic should be using at least TLS version 1.2  However, for whatever reason, Telnet is still using TLS 1.1.  This may be a temporary condition, as Telnet may be in the process of being upgraded. However since there can be thousands of Telnet clients spread all over the enterprise, this migration isn’t yet finished so Telnet has an exception to continue using TLS 1.1 until the upgrade is complete.    This slide illustrates a rule set that accomplishes that use case. The general rule is the first one in the hierarchy so any connections using TLS 1.2 or 1.3 are permitted with no action.  Similar to policy rules in other technologies, the first rule within a rule set that matches is the one used, so connections that match the general rule are permitted with no further zERT policy action. For connections that do not match the general rule, the specific rules are examined in order and the first matching rule is used.  In this example, if the connection is to the Telnet port (23) and it is using TLS 1.1, it is also permitted with no further traffic.  Any TLS connections that don’t match either the general or the specific rule do not meet the enterprise’s TLS standard and are of concern.  They will match the catch-all rule, which in this case causes an audit record to be generated. 



Specific rules only use case

Customer wants to verify that a specific application is using the correct levels of protection 
and doesn’t care about the rest.
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This use case illustrates that general rules are optional.  In this use case, the customer wants to ensure that all Telnet  connections are protected by TLS version 1.2 or higher.  The customer doesn’t care about the TLS protection level for any other application’s connections.  In this case there is no general rule in the TLS rule set, only specific rules for the connection types  that the customer wants to monitor.  The first specific rule will permit with no action any Telnet connection that is protected with TLS 1.2 or 1.3  The next specific rule will generate an audit record for any Telnet connection protected with a lower level of TLS.  Remember that the rules are evaluated in order so any Telnet connections that reached the second rule would not be at TLS 1.2 or 1.3 --  if they were the first rule would have matched. Finally for all other connections protected by TLS, permit them with no action since they are not of monitoring interest. 



No recognized protection use case
Connections with no recognized protection need to be logged, with some exceptions.

Important note: NCA does not support general rules for no recognized protection.
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that doesn’t need to 
be encrypted.

“Discretionary TLS” means the application is permitted to turn TLS on and off during 
the life of a connection (examples: FTP, CSSMTP, TN3270 with NEGTSECURE coded).
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This slide shows how a customer might handle connections with no recognized protection.  These may be in the clear but if they are using application-level encryption zERT will not be able to recognize that protection.  NCA does not support general rules for no recognized protection because these connections do not have any encryption characteristics to examine.  NCA only supports specific rules and catch-all rules for these connections.  One example of a case in which cleartext might be acceptable is a hipersockets network.  Since this network is completely contained within a CEC with no external access, you might decide traffic there does not require protection.  So you might write a no recognized protection specific rule permitting with no action connections to or from the hipersockets network, as shown in the first rule here. <click>Another example of a case in which cleartext might be acceptable is a case we call “Discretionary TLS.”  Discretionary TLS simply means that the application is permitted to turn TLS on and off during the life of a connection.  The most common example of this is FTP which generally starts in the clear and then uses control commands to begin a TLS session.  Then the client may decide to turn off TLS because it is no longer required.  CSSMTP,  Connect Direct, and TN3270 with NEGTSECURE coded are additional examples of applications with this behavior.  Because of this behavior it is acceptable for connections of these types to use cleartext, but they also may be required to use specific characteristics of TLS when they are using TLS.  Recall that zERT is notified whenever the encryption characteristics of a connection are changed. This means the same connection may be alternatively reported to zERT as using TLS and as having no recognized protection. To account for this, you need both TLS rules and No recognized protection rules for these types of connections.  In the example on this slide, the no recognized protection rule for FTP is added to the no recognized protection rule set.  It is assumed that there is also a TLS rule for FTP.  NCA will help you make sure both of these rules are present in this case. Finally, any other connections with no recognized protection require investigation.  These are probably the connections you are interested in tracking down to understand why they are not protected and to either work with the communication partner to implement appropriate protection, or to create a new specific no recognized protection  rule to silently permit the traffic.  The catch-all rule for this rule set generates an audit record to help you track these down.



Conceptual structure of a zERT protocol rule in NCA: general rule 
for TLS, IPSEC, or SSH

Protocol general rule

Rule name and description
Protection protocol
Protocol-specific characteristics (e.g, TLS or SSH version)
Rule action

Protection 
characteristic 

objects (for general 
and specific rules 

only)

Protection characteristics object

List of symmetric 
encryption 
algorithms

List of message 
authentication 
algorithms

List of TLS key 
exchange algorithms

List of SSH key 
exchange algorithms

(one of these)

Only usable in SSH rules

Only usable in TLS rules

Each protection characteristics object has ONE of 
the blue boxes above. To describe multiple 
protection characteristics, the user adds multiple 
objects to the rule. The rule can have 0 – n of 
these objects.

Enterprise Networking Solutions | © 2022 IBM Corporation
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A general rule describes the generally acceptable requirements for your network for a specific security protocol.  Because it describes what’s generally acceptable, a general rule does not contain specific connection information such as ports, addresses, direction, etc.  A general rule contains one or more protection characteristics objects (including protocol versions such as TLS version or SSH version) and a general rule action… which will usually be to permit silently



Conceptual structure of a zERT protocol rule in NCA:
specific rule for TLS, IPSEC, or SSH

Specific rule for a protocol

Rule name and description
Protection protocol
Protocol-specific characteristics (e.g, TLS  or SSH version)
Rule action

Traffic 
descriptors 

Protection 
characteristic 

objects (for general 
and specific rules 

only)

Address groups

Each protection characteristics object has ONE of 
the blue boxes above. To describe multiple 
protection characteristics, the user adds multiple 
objects to the rule. The rule can have 0 – n of 
these objects.

Traffic descriptors and/or address groups specify the traffic 
that the specific rule applies to.  May have 0-n of each of 
these objects.

Protection characteristics object

List of symmetric 
encryption 
algorithms

List of message 
authentication 
algorithms

List of TLS key 
exchange algorithms

List of SSH key 
exchange algorithms

(one of these)
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A specific rule describes how to handle specific connection traffic  that did not match the general rule.  Because it’s for specific connection traffic, a specific rule can contain traffic descriptors  and address groups.  These objects are similar to the NCA objects of the same name in other NCA perspectives.  A traffic descriptor describes workload traffic in terms or ports, direction, and optionally jobname and user ID.  An address group is a list of one or more address, ranges, or prefixes (subnets).  A single address, range or prefix can also be specified directly into a specific rule, eliminating the need for a separate object. 



Conceptual structure of a zERT protocol rule in NCA:
specific rule for No Recognized Protection traffic

Specific rule for No Recognized Protection traffic

Rule name and description
Protection protocol
Rule action

Traffic descriptors 

Address groups

Because it’s a rule for No 
Recognized Protection traffic, 
it has no protection 
characteristics. 

Traffic descriptors and/or address groups specify the traffic 
that the specific rule applies to. May have 0-n of each of 
these objects.
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A specific rule for no recognized protection is similar to specific rules for the other security protocols. However because it’s a rule for connection traffic with no recognized protection, by definition it does not contain protection characteristics. 



Conceptual structure of a zERT protocol rule in NCA:
Catch-all rule for TLS, IPSEC, SSH, or No Recognized 
Protection
Catch-all rules only contain a protection protocol specification and an action.

In the NCA GUI, users specify the catch-all action directly in the rule sets. NCA will use that 
information to generate a catch-all rule. 

This simplifies the number of rules and objects the user has to maintain. 

Note: the catch-all rule will be generated even if the action is to allow silently, so the users can 
see the results of their setting in the configuration file.  

• Allow silently is the default action
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Catch-all rules only contain a protocol specification and an action.In the NCA GUI, users specify the catch-all action directly in the rule sets. NCA will use that information to generate a catch-all rule. This simplifies the number of rules and objects the user maintains. Note: the catch-all rule will be generated even if the action is to allow silently, which is the default action, so the users can see the results of their setting in the configuration file.  



The zERT rule set zERT rules are always grouped into rule 
sets for associating to stacks

• zERT rule sets are reusable across 
stacks

A zERT rule set is always for one specific 
security protocol. 

• A stack can have at most one zERT
rule set associated to it for each 
security protocol. 

A zERT rule set can contain three types 
of rules for its security protocol:

• Zero or one general rule
• 0-n specific rules
• One Catch-all rule

ZERT rule set

General protocol rule for the security 
protocol

Specific rules for the security protocol

Rule set name  
Rule set description
Rule set security protocol

Catch-all rule for the security protocol
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The zERT rule set is an NCA container that helps users organize rules in a hierarchy and then to share that organization across stacks.  zERT rules are always grouped into rule sets for associating to stacks, and zERT rule sets are reusable across stacks.A zERT rule set is always for one specific security protocol. A stack can have one zERT rule set associated to it for each security protocol, which means the maximum number of rule sets that can be associated to a specific stack is four. In NCA, a zERT rule set can contain three types of rules for its security protocol: zero or one general rule, zero, one, or multiple specific rules, and one Catch-all rule. The catch-all rule is not a separate rule object, it’s specified directly in the rule set and generated by NCA.



zERT rules and rule sets – reusable

All zERT rules are reusable.
zERT rules are defined in a way that allows them to be associated with multiple rule sets, which 
can then be associated with multiple stacks. 

• Changes made to a reusable zERT rule automatically ripple into all rule sets using that reusable 
rule, which will then ripple into all stacks using that rule set. Then the next time you install 
configuration, those changes take effect in the policy agent and the TCP/IP stack. 

• “Stack specific” rules are not supported

Similarly, all zERT rule sets are reusable. 

Enterprise Networking Solutions | © 2022 IBM Corporation
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If you have used the NCA IPSec technology discipline, you may already be familiar with the concept of reusable policy rules.  zERT takes this a step further by making all zERT rules reusable.  Stack-specific rules are not supported in zERT.  Similarly, all zERT rule sets are reusable.  Stack specific rule sets are not supported in zERT. When you modify a rule or a rule set, the change you make automatically ripples into all stacks that use that rule or rule set. Then next time you install the configuration file, those changes take effect in policy agent. 



Rules, Rule Sets, and Stacks: relationship

TLS reusable rules

IPSEC reusable rules

SSH reusable rules

No Recognized Protection  
reusable rules

Reusable rules Reusable rule sets
Stack

Reusable rules are 
included in rule 
sets by reference 
and can be in 
multiple rule sets

TLS rule set

IPSEC rule set 1

IPSEC rule set 2

Reusable rule 
sets are 
included in 
stacks by 
reference and 
can be in 
multiple 
stacks
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This slide illustrates the object relationship between rules, rule sets, and stacks in NCA zERT technology. All rules are reusable and can be added to multiple rule sets.  All rule sets are reusable and be added to multiple stacks. Rules cannot be added directly to stacks.  Only rule sets can be added to stacks. Each stack can have one rule set per security protocol. For example if a stack has a TLS rule set associated with it, it cannot have second TLS rule set associated with it. Since there are four different security protocols, this means a stack can have at most four rule sets associated with it. Since each security protocol rule set is evaluated independently, the order of rule sets in stacks is not significant. 
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The basic NCA zERT objects

23

These are the basic objects 
that are used to build zERT
rules.  
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Protection characteristics, traffic descriptors, and address groups are objects that can be used to build zERT rules.  We will discuss each one on the upcoming slides 



zERT protection  characteristics
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These objects describe algorithms for 
encryption, message authentication, or 
key exchange.
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When you create a protection characteristics object, you give it a name, an optional description, and select what type of protection characteristics object you are creating. There are four types of protection characteristiscs supported by zERT technology: Symmetric Encryption – algorithms for symmetric encryption of connection traffic.  Message Authentication – algorithms for message authentication.TLS Key Exchange – Key exchange algorithms for TLS connections. SSH Key Exchange – Key exchange algorithms for SSH connections. The next slide shows an example of configuring a specific protection characteristic object



Configuring a protection characteristic

This is an example of a symmetric encryption 
protection characteristic. 

You can select specific algorithms or you can select 
similar algorithms in groups.  

Each protection characteristic type lists algorithms 
that are relevant to that type, and you select the 
ones that are relevant to this object. 
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This is an example of a symmetric encryption protection characteristic.  This screenshot only shows the first several selections on the screen; in NCA you can scroll down to access more algorithms.  In a protection characteristic you can either select “Any” algorithm or you can specify algorithms.  It’s important to understand that “Any” includes “none” so selecting that choice is similar to not specifying the protection characteristic at all. Algorithms are grouped with similar types for convenience, so you can select or deselect them in a group if you prefer.  Specific algorithms can also be individually selected or deselected. You will also notice that “no algorithm” is always a choice.  “no algorithm” is not mutually exclusive with selecting algorithms.  It means that the selected algorithms are optional for this protection characteristic. After you have selected the algorithms for this object, you can click finish and the object will be created and will be ready to be added to zERT rules. 



zERT traffic descriptors

26

These objects describe traffic 
patterns for specific workloads.  
IBM provides a set of standard 
traffic descriptors.

Next slide
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If you are familiar with NCA’s policy configuration technology, you have probably already worked with traffic descriptors.  zERT traffic descriptors are very similar to traffic descriptors in other NCA technologies such as IPSEC, AT-TLS, and PBR.  Since zERT policy enforcement only supports TCP connections, zERT traffic descriptors can only describe TCP workloads.IBM provides a large set of traffic descriptors for standard workloads.  Before using one of these IBM supplied traffic descriptors, you should examine it for accuracy in case your installation has changed characterstics of the traffic, for example which ports it uses.  Similar to other NCA policy technologies, a zERT traffic descriptor can contain multiple traffic types.  A zERT traffic descriptor that contains multiple traffic types will generate a ConnectionDescriptorGroup statement in the zERT policy configuration.  A zERT traffic descriptor with only one traffic type will generate a ConnectionDescriptor statement in the zERT policy configuration. On the next slide we will examine a zERT traffic type in more detail. 



zERT traffic type

Discretionary TLS is unique to 
zERT and only applies to TLS 
zERT rules. 
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The only traffic protocol supported by zERT is TCP. As you can see from this example, you specify local and remote port or port ranges, and connection direction. You can optionally indicate that the traffic uses discretionary TLS, which means TLS protection can be turned on and off during the life of a connection. You can also optionally specify a job name and/or a user ID.  



zERT address groups

This slide illustrates some of the things you can do with zERT address groups.
28
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Address groups provide a convenient way to specify multiple IP addresses in a group.  An address group can be included in a zERT specific rule as a data endpoint. zERT address groups are similar to AT-TLS address groups and have the following characteristics:The following IBM supplied address groups are provided:  All IP Addresses, All IPv4 Addresses, All IPv6 addressesYou can specify single IP addresses, ranges or IP addresses, or IP address prefixes (subnets)A zERT address group can contain a mixture of IPv4 and IPv6 addressesYou can nest address groups up to 3 deep.  In other words, you can include address groups within address groups. 
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Where to create and manage zERT rules in NCA

30

Two things to remember about zERT
rules in NCA:
1. The are all reusable.
2. They are organized into different tabs 

by security protocol.
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Remember that all zERT rules are reusable so they are created and managed under the Reusable Rules tab on the systems tree. <click>Within that tab, they are organized in tabs by security protocol: TLS, IPSec, SSH, and No recognized protection. For our example in this presentation we will show you the creation of a TLS rule. 



Creating a TLS general rule

When creating a new rule, you first give it a name, 
(optionally) a description, and indicate whether it’s 
a general rule or a specific rule. 
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Next slide
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You create a new zERT rule in NCA by using a wizard.  The security protocol of the rule is determined by which security protocol tab you are in when you start the rule creation wizard.  In this example we are in TLS tab so we will be creating a TLS rule. The first thing you do is give the rule a name and optionally a description.   You also select whether it’s a general rule or a specific rule.  For this example, we’ll be creating a TLS general rule.  Remember that a general rule does not include traffic descriptors or address groups because it describes generally acceptable protection and is not for specific traffic. 



New TLS general rule: protection characteristics
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Checkboxes 
make 
selecting TLS 
versions and 
protection 
characteristics 
objects quick 
and easy!

New ones can 
also be 
created from 
this panel. 
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After you have named your rule and indicated that it’s a general rule, you pick its protection characteristics.  These are the generally acceptable characteristics for encryption, key exchange,  and authentication in your network.  For TLS you can select TLS versions, and then you can pick from the defined protection characteristics objects as shown in this slide.  It’s not shown in this slide but you can also pull down actions->New on the protection characteristics table to create a new protection characteristics object if a suitable one doesn’t already exist in your configuration.  



New TLS general rule: action

Finally you pick the action for 
traffic that matches this rule.
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The last panel of the new rule wizard is to pick the action that the TCP/IP stack is to take for traffic that matches the rule.  Since a general rule describes what’s generally acceptable in your network, that action is usually to allow silently, which is the default selection shown here.  After you click Finish, the rule is created in the list of reusable TLS rules. 



Creating a TLS specific rule

Now let’s create a specific rule, for traffic that doesn’t 
match the general rule but is allowed as an exception.
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As an example of a specific rule use case, let’s assume that, even though our general rule required TLS 1.2 or 1.3,  Telnet is still allowed to use TLS 1.1 because there are thousands of clients in the network that are still being upgraded to more modern TLS.  Until those updates are complete, Telnet needs to be allowed to use TLS 1.1.  We will create a specific rule to cover that use case. <click>Like the general rule, we  have to give this rule a name and we can optionally give it a description. Then we select that it is a specific rule. <click>Notice that when we select that it is a specific rule, Traffic Descriptors and Data Endpoints are added to the wizard flow.  Because this is a specific rule for specific traffic, it supports these additional elements. 



TLS specific rule: Traffic descriptors

The traffic descriptor 
describes the workload 
pattern that will match this 
rule.  In this example it’s the 
TN3270 server.
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Because this specific rule is for TN3270 traffic, we will use the IBM-supplied traffic descriptor for TN3270 server.  Note that when using IBM supplied traffic descriptors, you should first verify that they are correct for your workload.  The IBM supplied traffic descriptors contain default port information, and if you have changed the port that the workload uses in your network, you will need to update the IBM supplied traffic descriptor. 



TLS specific rule: data endpoints

In this example the default 
endpoints of 
“All_IP_Addresses” is the 
appropriate choice, but you 
may have other use cases that 
require this to be specified. 
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The data endpoint describes the IP addresses, prefixes, or ranges that the rule applies to.  In our example the rule applies to all TN3270 traffic so specifying the TN3270 traffic descriptor is sufficient.  No data endpoint needs to be specified so the default values of “All_IP_Addresses” can be used. What are some use cases where you would specify a data endpoint in a specific rule?  You have a specific section of your network (for example your Hipersockets network or within the sysplex) that can use a lower level of encryption than your general rule. You have specific business partners who haven’t yet implemented encryption to the level you generally require, but for business reasons you still need to let them attach  and don’t need to be notified each time they do.  In that case you would specify their IP addresses, prefixes, or ranges as the remote data endpointBoth the traffic descriptor and the data endpoint, while supported in specific rules, are optional.  You may not need the data endpoint if, as in our example here, the traffic descriptor adequately describes the connections of interest.  On the other hand if you are creating a rule for specific partners or networks no matter which workload they are using, then the data endpoint is a sufficient description.  And consider this use case where neither may be coded: you want to terminate connections using really old levels of TLS like SSLv2 and SSLv3.  Specifying those in the protection characteristics is sufficient to describe the traffic this specific rule will apply to. 



TLS specific rule: protection characteristics

This is the same 
panel as in the 
general rule.  You 
pick the protection 
characteristics you 
are looking for in 
the specific traffic. 
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Recall we are creating a specific rule to allow TN3270 to use TLS 1.1.  So for this rule, we select that version of TLS, and any other protection characteristics objects that match what we want to see from this traffic that we are going to allow.  Note that just like in the general rule, you can pull down Actions->new and create a new protection characteristics object if one you need isn’t already in the list. 



TLS specific rule: action

This panel is the 
same for specific 
and general rules.
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In our example we are creating a specific rule to allow Telnet to use TLS 1.1 without any action.  So the appropriate action for this specific rule is the same as the general rule, which is to allow the traffic with no action (no auditing or logging)What are some examples of use cases where other actions might be appropriate?  You could want to monitor the progress of the upgrade of this traffic type, so you might want an audit or a log actionYou could be creating a rule to completely ban very downlevel versions of TLS… for example SSLv2 or SSLv3.  In that case you might choose to reset connections that match this rule. When you choose to reset connections you should also specify one of the actions to log it (to console or syslogd) so you have some notification that the connection was terminated and why. Also keep in mind that this action will reset a connection after it has been established. It does not prevent the initial establishment of the connection. 



Two rules now created

We now have a 
general TLS rule 
and a specific TLS 
rule.  

Note that you do 
not create catch-
all rules here.  
They are 
automatically 
created for you in 
rule sets, which 
we will discuss 
next. 
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You can continue creating additional rules for TLS, or for IPSec, SSH, or No Recognized Protection.  You can create multiple general and specific rules on these panels, you just need to maneuver between the tabs here to create rules for the different security protcols. Note that to use these rules in stacks, you first have to put them into rule sets, which we will discuss in the next few slides.  Also note that you do not create catch-all rules here.  Those are automatically created by NCA as part of rule set creation, which we will cover in the next section. 
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• Introduction to zERT Policy Enforcement and NCA

• zERT policy rules and object structure

• Creating basic zERT objects in NCA

• Creating zERT rules in NCA

• Creating zERT rule sets in NCA

• Associating zERT rule sets to stacks in NCA and 
generating configuration

• NCA reports to analyze your zERT configuration
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zERT rule sets
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Use zERT rule sets to organize rules for a 
single security protocol in a hierarchical 
fashion.

Next slide
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A zERT rule set represents a hierarchical organization of reusable zERT rules for a specific security protocol.  The rule set itself is reusable, and once created can be associated with multiple stacks, which we will see in the next section. <click>When you create a rule set you give it a name, an optional description, and you select which security protocol the rule set is for. <click>Then you click Next to start associating rules with the rule set. 



Rule set: General Rule

Recall that the general rule 
represents the general 
requirement for traffic in your 
network that uses the rule 
set’s security protocol.

You can have zero or one 
general rule per rule set.

You can select an existing 
reusable general rule or 
create a new one from this 
panel. 
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The next thing  you do when creating a rule set is to specify the general rule.  A general rule is not required, or you can select from the list of reusable general rules already created for this security protocol.  If none of the existing general rules is suitable, you can pull down actions->New and create a new reusable general rule which will be added to this rule set and will also be available to be added to other rule sets of the same security protocol. <click> Once you have selected or created a general rule, you click Next to go specific rules panel. 



Rule set: Specific Rules
Recall that specific rules 
represent exceptions to the 
general rule. 

All existing reusable specific 
rules for the rule set’s 
security protocol are 
presented in a table and you 
simply select the  ones that 
you want to use in this rule 
set. 

You can also create new 
reusable specific rules in this 
panel. 

You can set the order of 
selected specific rules in this 
panel as well. 
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After selecting the general rule, you next select the specific rules for the rule set.  Remember that specific rules represent exceptions to the general rule.  They will be evaluated after the general rule is evaluated, so only connections that do not match the general rule, if this rule set has one, will be evaluated against specific rules.  The specific rules are evaluated in order and the first one that matches the connection being evaluated is used. In this table all existing specific rules for this security protocol are presented to you with checkboxes.  You simply click on the rows for the specific rules you want to add to this rule set.  If you need to create a new specific rule for this rule set, you can pull down Actions->new and create a new reusable specific rule for the security protocol.  This new rule will be available for use in this or in another other rule set that uses this security protocol. The specific rules will be evaluated by zERT in the order in which they are specified in the rule set.  If you need to adjust the evaluation order of the specific rules chosen for this rule set, you can pull down Actions->order selected rules to bring up a panel that will let you change the order of the rules you have selected.<click> When you have finished with the specific rules, you next specify the catch-all action 



Rule set: Catch-all action 
The catch-all action tells 
zERT what to do about 
connections that do not 
match the general rule or any 
of the specific rules. 

You will likely want to take 
some sort of action on these 
connections.
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The catch-all action tells zERT what to do about connections for the rule set’s security protocol that don’t match the general rule, or any of the specific rules.  These are connections that didn’t meet your general standards, and didn’t have any exceptions coded for them.  In general, these are connections that will most likely require further investigation on your part.  The same actions are available for a rule set catch-all as are available for reusable rules.  As in reusable rules, if you do not allow the connection silently, you can select from four actions.  You can select one, multiple, or all of the available actions. Notice that you do not create a catch-all rule in NCA zERT technology.  Instead you simply specify the catch-all action for the rule set, and NCA will automatically generate a catch-all rule and guarantee it is evaluated after the general rule and all specific rules for the security technology of this rule set. <click>



Rule set completed
We now have a rule set for 
TLS traffic.  You use the 
same flow to create rule 
sets for the other security 
protocols, including no 
recognized protection.  

You can create multiple 
rule sets for a security 
protocol.

The next step is to 
associate the rule sets to 
TCP/IP stacks. 
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You use this flow to create rule sets for all four supported security protocols: TLS, IPSec, SSH, and No recognized protection.  The only difference is that No Recognized Protection rule  sets do not have general rules.  You can create as many rule sets for each security protocol as you need.  The rule sets become effective when they are associated to TCP/IP stacks and installed, which we will cover next. 
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• NCA reports to analyze your zERT configuration
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The stack’s rule sets panel
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To add rule sets to a stack, you simply open its 
Rule Sets panel  and select which  reusable 
rule sets you want to associate with the stack.  

Note that for each security protocol, only one rule 
set can be added to a stack, which is why the 
additional TLS and no recognized protection rule 
sets are greyed out in this example.Actions menu can also be brought up by right-

clicking on a table entry as shown here.
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To add rule sets to a stack, you open its Rule Sets panel as shown here.  This slide also illustrates that you can take actions on a stack either by selecting it and pulling down the Actions menu, or by right-clicking on it.  <click> The Rule Sets panel contains a table that presents all of the reusable rule sets to you.  You simply click the ones that you want to associate with this stack to add them.  In this example, we have selected two rule sets for STACK1: TLSrs-production and NRP-production.  As their names imply, these are rule sets for production traffic.  You can see on this slide that we have created two additional rule sets, a TLS rule set for the sandbox environment and a No recognized protection rule set for the sandbox environment.  These are currently greyed out because a TLS rule set and a No recognized protection rule set have already been selected for this stack.  <click>You can only associate one rule set per security protocol to a stack. This also means that a stack can have at most four rule sets associated with it.  In this page if you were to click on the TLSrs-production rule set again to deselect it, both TLS rule sets in the list would again become available for selection, until you selected one and then the other one would again become unavailable. In this manner you can create multiple rule sets for multiple use cases, for example production vs sandbox, or banking vs credit card, etc.  Then you use this interface to associate the appropriate rule sets to each of your stacks. A stack is complete and available for installation when it has at least one rule set associated with it and its in an image that’s at V2R5 or greater.  You can associate rule sets to stacks that are at a lower release level than V2R5 but you can’t install them.  This way, you can down-level an image in NCA  without losing its stacks’ zERT configuration, or you can pre-configure a down-level image’s stacks with zERT rules to take effect when it is upgraded to V2R5. 



Installing the zERT policy

Installation means generating the policy 
configuration file and placing it into the file 
system of a z/OS image to be read by policy 
agent. 
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Installing a configuration means generating the actual policy configuration file and placing it into the file system of a z/OS image to be read by the policy agent.  <click>In this action, Install All Files for this Group, you have a table listing all of the configuration files available to install.  <click>You can also view the generated configuration file from this panel. 



The generated zERT
policy configuration 
file (1/3)

zERTAction objects created by 
NCA for the actions that were 
selected in rules and rule sets

If you include a description of 
any object, NCA will include it in 
the configuration file as a 
comment

ConnectionDescriptor objects 
are created for the traffic 
descriptors that you used in 
rules. 
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We won’t show the entire configuration file in this presentation, but will point out some highlights. NCA automatically creates zERTAction objects for all the actions combinations you selected in rules and rule sets.  Their generated names list the actions selected.NCA zERT includes comments in the configuration file.  For any object with a Description field in the GUI, if you provide a description, that description will be used in the configuration file as a comment for that object. Even though in the zERT configuration file the objects that describe workloads are called ConnectionDescriptors, the GUI uses the term TrafficDescriptor to maintain consistency with other NCA technologies.  But keep in mind that in zERT, it is connections, not packets, that are evaluated. 



The generated zERT
policy configuration 
file (2/3)
Protection characteristics objects 
in the GUI result in corresponding 
objects generated in the 
configuration file.  
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GUI Protection 
Characteristic object 
type

Generated configuration 
object

Symmetric Encryption ZERTSymmetricEncryption

Message Authentication zERTMessageAuthentication

TLS key exchange ZERTKeyExchange with 
TLSKeyEXchange
Parameters

SSH key exchange zERTKeyEXChange with 
SSHKeyExchange
parameters
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NCA zERT will generate objects to represent your Protection Characteristics objects from the GUI.  The type of object generated depends on the type of the protection characteristic. The table in this slide shows which configuration file object types are generated for each type of protection characteristic supported by NCA zERT



The generated zERT
policy configuration 
file (3/3)

NCA generates rules according 
to your rule sets.  

The rules are in generated with 
priority values that ensure they 
are evaluated in the order 
specified by your rule sets. 

The catch-all rule is generated 
by NCA based on the catch-all 
action in your rule set. 
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Recall that rule sets are an NCA concept for organizing your zERT rules.  Policy agent has no concept of rule sets, only of rules.  When NCA zERT generates the configuration file, it generates rules according to your rule sets.  The rules for each security protocol are grouped together in the generated configuration file and are listed in priority order according to how you organized them in the rule set.  The general rule, if provided, is the highest priority rule and it is first.  Then the specific rules are listed in priority order, and finally the generated catch-all rule is the lowest priority rule in a rule set. Priority is obviously important within a security protocol. However, between security protocols it’s arbitrary because each relevant security protocol is individually evaluated for a connection.  By convention NCA assigns priority values to rules by security protocol using the following numbering scheme:TLS rules: 400,000 – 499,999IPSec rules: 300,000 – 399,999SSH rules: 200,000 – 299,999No Recognized Protection rules: 100,000 – 199,999



Installing the generated zERT configuration file 

Installation for zERT policy configuration files 
works the same way it does for all other NCA 
technology perspectives.
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The installation panel, which actually pushes the generated policy configuration file to the file system of a z/OS image, works the same way it does for all other NCA technology perspectives.  <click>NCA can save the configuration file onto the local disk of the z/OS image in which  NCA is running, or you can FTP it to any z/OS image that can be reached using FTP.  In this manner, a single NCA instance can manage the zERT policy configuration for multiple hosts.  If you are in a sysplex with shared disk access you can use Save to Disk to distribute the configuration to the members of the sysplex, and you can always use FTP to distribute configuration to multiple systems. Like all other NCA technology perspectives, NCA zERT supports multiple installation.  Once installation parameters are configured for stacks, you can install an updated zERT configuration onto multiple systems with a single GUI action. 
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Analysis reports available on NCA zERT objects

View Details provides a formatted, detailed report 
about an object in NCA zERT. Show Where Used provides a formatted report 

showing all the references to an object in NCA zERT.
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View Details and Show Where Used are useful reports that NCA provides to help you analyze your configuration. They are provided throughout NCA in all NCA perspectives, including the new zERT perspective. View Details provides a formatted, detailed report about an object in NCA.  It gives you a quick way to see the characteristics of an object and what other objects it contains, if any. Show Where Used shows you where an object is referenced by other objects in NCA zERT.  It is an important report because you cannot delete an object that is used by another object.  Also if you change an object, you can use Show Where Used to see what other objects are changed as a result of that change.  More on these two reports in the next slides. 



View Details examples
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As you can see from this Details example report for a rule set, when 
objects contain other objects, the contained objects are also expanded in 
the View Details report, so the report provides complete information. 
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View Details provides a detailed formatted report about an NCA zERT object, as seen in the examples on this slide.  The examples on on the left show View Details reports for an address group and for a traffic descriptor. <click>The example on the right shows a View Details report for a reusable rule set.  You will notice that because the reusable rule set contains reusable rules, the detailed information about those rules is also included in this report.  Furthermore, since reusable rules contain other objects (protection characteristics, address groups, traffic descriptors), those objects are also expanded in the report on the rule, which is included in the report on the rule set.  This means that every View Details report contains full information about the object being reported on, including objects that it includes. 



Show Where Used examples
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This slide shows examples of Show Where Used reports on various zERT objects.  The left is the report for an address group.  Note that in this example, the address group is embedded into another address group which is in turn embedded into a second address group, so this report shows that hierarchy.   It also shows which Reusable Rules use the address group, and then shows which stacks and rule sets those reusable rules are used in.  From this report you can learn everywhere this address group is used, up the full hierarchy of zERT objects. <click>The top right is the report for a protection characteristic.  This report shows you not only which reusable rules use the protection characteristic, but also which stacks and rule sets those rules are used in.  Once again, from this report you can learn everywhere this protection characteristic is used, up the full hierarchy of zERT objects. <click>The bottom right is the report for a reusable rule.  It shows you which rule sets the rule is used by, and then shows you which stacks those rule sets are in. 



z/OS Encryption 
Readiness Technology

Scan the QR code to visit
z/OS Communications Server 
product page on IBM Community.

- Enforce local  network  encryption  standards for TCP traffic in real time. 
- Policy-based rules  you  build in the Network  Configuration  Assistant describe 

acceptable or unacceptable  levels  of cryptographic protection along  with  the 
actions to take when  TCP connections  match  those rules.

zERT policy-based enforcement – new in z/OS V2R5

Visit Things you should know about zERT on 
IBM Community and discover blogs, product documentation, videos, event 
information, webinar, and presentations about zERT.

- “Once we communicated to our business what we're doing with zERT, they wanted 
to be able to do it across all our platforms!”

- “We use zERT data for compliance checks.”
- “zERT has given us the upper hand in monitoring mainframe connection security.”

What are users saying about zERT?
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IBM has a lot of good online information about zERT, which you can access using the QR code on this slide. This slide also provides a good summary of the value provided by zERT. 

https://community.ibm.com/community/user/ibmz-and-linuxone/blogs/flora-gui1/2019/12/31/things-about-zert


https://ibm.biz/cscommunity

Rich and up-to-date 
technical content, 
including blogs, videos, 
and events. 

Join z/OS Comm Server 

on IBM Community !
Digital Badges & Online Courses 

z/OS TCP/IP Configuration 
with NCA 

Networking on z/OS 
- Foundations

z/OS Network Security
- Foundations

• IBM Open Badge: 
https://ibm.biz/zosnetworkingbadge

• Online course: 
https://ibm.biz/zosnetworkingcourse

Foundational understanding of 
networking on z/OS. 

• IBM Open Badge:
http://ibm.biz/NCAbadge

• Online course:
http://ibm.biz/NCATCPIPcourse

Use the NCA to create and 
manage TCP/IP profiles.

• IBM Open Badge:
http://ibm.biz/zosnetsecuritybadge

• Online course:
http://ibm.biz/zosnetsecuritycourse

Knowledge and foundational 
understanding of z/OS network 
security.
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z/OS Communications Server offers several online courses that award open badges upon completion.  We also have an online community you can join, using the QR code shown on this slide. 

https://ibm.biz/cscommunity
https://ibm.biz/zosnetworkingbadge
https://ibm.biz/zosnetworkingcourse
http://ibm.biz/NCAbadge
http://ibm.biz/NCATCPIPcourse
http://ibm.biz/zosnetsecuritybadge
http://ibm.biz/zosnetsecuritycourse


Thank you

Mike Fox
Senior Software Architect, IBM Enterprise Networking Solutions
mjfox@us.ibm.com
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Thank you for your attendance!  
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— © 2021 International Business Machines Corporation. No part of this 
document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form without 
written permission from IBM.

— U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights — use, duplication or 
disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule Contract with IBM.

— Information in these presentations (including information relating to 
products that have not yet been announced by IBM) has been reviewed 
for accuracy as of the date of initial publication and could include 
unintentional technical or typographical errors. IBM shall have no 
responsibility to update this information. This document is distributed 
“as is” without any warranty, either express or implied. In no 
event, shall IBM be liable for any damage arising from the use of 
this information, including but not limited to, loss of data, 
business interruption, loss of profit or loss of opportunity. 
IBM products and services are warranted per the terms and conditions 
of the agreements under which they are provided.

— IBM products are manufactured from new parts or new and used parts. 
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prepared by independent session speakers, and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of IBM. All materials and discussions are provided 
for informational purposes only, and are neither intended to, nor shall 
constitute legal or other guidance or advice to any individual 
participant or their specific situation.

— It is the customer’s responsibility to insure its own compliance 
with legal requirements and to obtain advice of competent legal 
counsel as to the identification and interpretation of any relevant laws 
and regulatory requirements that may affect the customer’s business 
and any actions the customer may need to take to comply with such 
laws. IBM does not provide legal advice or represent or warrant that 
its services or products will ensure that the customer follows any law.
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Notices and disclaimers

— Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the 
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or 
other publicly available sources. IBM has not tested 
those products about this publication and cannot confirm the 
accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other claims related 
to non-IBM products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM 
products should be addressed to the suppliers of those products. 
IBM does not warrant the quality of any third-party products, or the 
ability of any such third-party products to interoperate with IBM’s 
products. IBM expressly disclaims all warranties, expressed or 
implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of 
merchantability and fitness for a purpose.

— The provision of the information contained herein is not intended 
to, and does not, grant any right or license under any IBM patents, 
copyrights, trademarks or other intellectual property right.

— IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com and [names of other referenced 
IBM products and services used in the presentation] are 
trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation, 
registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and 
service names might be trademarks of IBM or other 
companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on 
the Web at "Copyright and trademark information" at: 
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